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SAFE HARBOR STATEMENT  
To the extent any statements made in this presentation deal with information that is not historical, these are forward-looking statements under the 
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such statements include, but are not limited to, statements about OriginClear’s plans, objectives, 
expectations and intentions with respect to future operations and products and other statements identified by words such as “will,” “potential,” 
“could,” “can,” “believe,” “intends,” “continue,” “plans,” “expects,” “estimates” or comparable terminology. Forward-looking statements by their 
nature address matters that are, to different degrees, uncertain. Uncertainties and risks may cause OriginClear’s actual results to be materially 
different than those expressed in or implied by OriginClear’s forward-looking statements. For OriginClear, particular uncertainties and risks include, 
among others, risks associated with the failure to realize the anticipated benefits from its operational plan thereof; operating costs and business 
disruption following the general business and economic conditions; OriginClear’s need for and ability to obtain additional financing, the challenge of 
developing and successfully licensing new technology, and achieving market efficiency; the operational success of OriginClear’s acquisition 
business; and the success of effective operations. More detailed information on these and additional factors that could affect OriginClear’s actual 
results are described in OriginClear’s annual and quarterly reports that have been issued and filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. All 
forward-looking statements in this presentation speak only as of the date of this presentation. OriginClear undertakes no obligation to update or 
revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.  

 

Riggs:  Okay everybody. This is the 21st of March. Riggs Eckelberry, CEO OriginClear 
and I’m going to bring you up to date on what's been going on and how we are 
doing. And we have about 26 of you on the phone, so welcome aboard! 

 This morning I was on our weekly MoneyTV show and was able to invite the 
new vice-president of Modular Water Systems onto the show, Tom Marchesello 
and Tom is just a fantastic executive, who last year was involved with me on the 
WaterChain project and continues to be involved with it. But he is, right now, 
helping us to unload a lot of deal flow from Dan Early, who has got his hands full 
with business. 

 Dan also recruited another pre-sales engineer who we will get to know as well. 
So we know have added two people to the Modular Water Systems team. And 
right away Dan got some business. If you watched last week's MoneyTV you 
heard about this deal, that out of a blue a major hotel chain contacted us to 
handle all of their water treatment issues worldwide, specifically because they 
often have hotels in very disconnected places. You know, coral reefs, that kind 
of thing. 

 So Tom’s talking to them. He also put out his first major bid after just a few days 
on the job, a $200,000 bid. So it's fair to say that he's a vital part of the team 
and I recommend you watch the MoneyTV show that we did. 

http://moneytv.net/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marchesello
https://www.waterchain.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dan-early-b00109a9/
https://www.originclear.com/modularwater
https://www.originclear.com/video/a-declaration-of-water-independence
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 Also, there was a really fun thing where, because the TV show will appear 
tomorrow, which is World Water Day, we had a Declaration of Water 
Independence, which was a lot of fun. And really the truth is that according to 
the EPA today, the fact is that between one and three million people die each 
year from dirty water and that's not going to get solved by doing massive, huge 
central projects that cost billions, trillions. 

 Where are the billions and trillions? But more importantly, where is the time to 
do these things? Anybody who was around LA during the time that the LA 
subway was built, it took forever and then what did we get? A single tube 
creation. Not bad, but it took a long time. 

 So that's the way it happens these days. I'm not going to get into why, but the 
fact is the big, central projects are history. So self-help, self water treatment, 
user initiatives are key and that is what we call water decentralization or water 
independence. And so, I put up this Declaration Of Water Independence. That 
was fun. 

 But really what's happening now, and this is your March update, is that we'll be 
issuing guidance soon on how we did last year versus the year before and then 
we'll be able to issue some guidance on how we are doing in the quarter, which 
is not yet done. But it looks good. Looks really good. And then we'll be able to 
issue some guidance how we expect 2019 to look and from indications early in 
the year, it looks like we are running, as we announced, almost three times 
more in terms of sales than last year’s monthly run rate. 

 Let's be a bit conservative about this and say that I would be super happy if we 
had a doubling of our sales. Remember that a public company, or any company 
that runs on the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) have to count 
things by what's called the job method, meaning sales are tracked on accrual 
and that is when you get a sale of $500 000, let's say. Okay, great. And you even 
took some money in on it. That's great too. 

 That sale is not complete and remains a liability until the day you have shipped 
it or commissioned it and now you're owed the balance. You may not have been 
paid in full, but that's a different story. But you did deliver it and that is called 
Recognized Revenue. 

https://www.worldwaterday.org/
https://www.vinylinfo.org/news/epa-survey-shows-billions-needed-nation%E2%80%99s-wastewater-infrastructure
https://www.vinylinfo.org/news/epa-survey-shows-billions-needed-nation%E2%80%99s-wastewater-infrastructure
https://www.salon.com/2012/02/04/should_it_take_decades_to_build_a_subway/
https://www.salon.com/2012/02/04/should_it_take_decades_to_build_a_subway/
https://www.originclear.com/video/a-declaration-of-water-independence
https://www.originclear.com/company-news/originclears-progressive-water-treatment-nearly-triples-monthly-bookings-in-january
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 Recognized Revenue in water runs a good deal behind sales, because it takes 90 
days or whatever it takes to build the thing and install it. Even when it's 
modular, pre-packaged things like ours, you still take a little bit of time, and so 
that's where I'm not going to go out on a limb and say that we're going to triple 
our revenues 2019 over 2018, only because when things go up, the up-ness is 
delayed and that's the thing to remember. That when things start to improve, 
they get more and more offset in time. And so I've learned that lesson to not 
jump up and down and say how wonderful things are when it's actually going to 
take a little time to be realized. 

 Nonetheless, our sales are well up, 2017 to 2018. They're well up 2018 to the 
beginning of 2019 and we expect 2019 to be as much as double 2018. And I'm 
only saying this because Modular Water Systems is an additional unit added 
onto Progressive Water. They are actually part of the same company, 
Progressive Water Treatment Inc. is the company in Texas and Modular Water is 
actually technically part of that company. 

 But what we've done with Modular Water is we've given it the potential to 
double the total revenue between those two units. Whether the revenue will 
actually be recognized in 2019 I cannot tell you for sure. And also, there are 
other things like if you bring in some particularly large deals that are township-
level deals and those are much larger. 

 So we'll let that be in the realm of uncertainty, but know that we have a 
substantial increase that we'll be discussing in the near future from 2017 to 
2018. And then we have another increase that's occurring from 2018 to 2019 as 
I speak. 

 So, what are the requirements? Well, the first requirement of course is that we 
staff up for this. It's all very well to start getting sales, but that creates an 
immediate problem, because you run out of people to handle the design, the 
drawing, the deal, the project management, the engineering, the building,  you 
name it, right? There's a flurry of things to be done and we basically maxed out 
on Dan Early's bandwidth in the early part of this year and we had to rapidly 
start adding to it. 

 So we already have a pretty good team here in LA that's supporting him on the 
administrative side and marketing side. We added Tom Marchesello, as I 
mentioned, and we also added Robb Litos who is based on the East Coast with 

http://www.progressivewater.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/robb-litos-b87714a/
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Dan, helping him with the bid responses and so on, presales. And we'll continue 
to add to that. 

 In addition, we plan to continue to add equipment to help build things at 
Progressive Water Treatment. Now right now, Modular Water builds partly at 
Progressive Water Treatment, but also at other specialized plastic fabricators. 
We have about three of them all over the country and these jobs are shopped 
out to the fabricators and they're expert and know what they're doing. But 
there's an extra cost when you shop these things out. And also, the money that 
you spend to a plastic fabricator in Tennessee is not money that's going to go to 
our own company - Progressive Water. 

 So we are tooling up Progressive Water to handle everything that's being done 
for Modular Water Systems throughout the country at these specialty 
fabricators. I've got a budget to do that and what that means is that we'll have a 
substantial increase in profit margins between the current state, which let's say 
is roughly 50% profit in gross margins. And perhaps as much as 75% gross 
margins if we can tool up internally and end up with everything happening at 
Progressive Water Treatment. 

  

 So that's the situation there. Now I also wanted to discuss a couple other things. 
My good friend, Jean-Louis Kindler, JL, who has been with us for about five years 
and who was with a joint venture of ours in France before that, has moved on to 
be CEO of a company that he helped create many years ago that has now 
become quite advanced. He remains on the board of directors of our company 
and very closely involved, and he's also helping to put Bill Charneski in charge of 
the OriginClear Technology Division, which is starting to get some traction in 
some key areas. 

 Now the technology division has been very slow to develop, and that's primarily 
because we've just done this general licensing approach like here, take our 
technology and use it. But what we learned over time was that the water 
industry is not very much into new things, so it's very hard to get someone else 
to convince someone else to buy your technology. So, what we've done is we've 
decided, okay, let's take the areas that are home runs for us, where we're 
already doing well, where we did find partners who are getting traction for us, 
and let's make those the applications that we focus on. 

https://www.originclear.com/about-us/company/jean-louis-kindler
https://www.originclear.com/about-us/company/bill-charneski
https://www.originclear.com/tech
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 And those key applications are oil and gas water cleanup, which is what we've 
done for years, and also manure effluent cleanup. Cleaning up the poop. And 
those two areas are already happening for us worldwide and we're going to be 
rolling them out as specific application areas and not just general licensing. And 
there is revenue attached to that this year in terms of forecasts. So Bill 
Charneski will be in charge of that. 

 Also Bill, who remains president of the OriginClear Group, has done amazing 
work to recruit manufacturer’s reps and we did a release a couple weeks ago on 
that. Manufacturer’s reps are key to the development of a company. They are 
your channel partners, they bring in the business. And it turns out that people 
really like Modular Water Systems and they want to represent it and so Bill has 
gone around and been training up these manufacturer’s reps all over the 
country and they are already feeding us business. We're starting to have a 
regular advance business, which is being reinforced by these channel partners. 
So that is what's happening on the rep side of things and Bill will be continuing 
that. 

 Now I also wanted to cover this fantastic partnership that I discussed a couple 
weeks ago in a CEO update and on MoneyTV, which is this strategic partnership 
with Aspen Water. A wonderful company that has developed a very, very 
strategic set of relationships with the US government at the US military level 
and also at the Federal Emergency Management Agency level, FEMA. And their 
rapid deployment systems routinely get sent out to places like Puerto Rico for 
the hurricane and so forth. They are amazing. 

 So what's important about Aspen Water is they have very consciously refused to 
go beyond a certain size. They like to go up to a size that will fit into a helicopter 
or a small truck or van and that's as big as they go, because anything bigger than 
that is not really for a disaster, it's more for perhaps mobile, but with a slower 
deployment. 

 So, for example, when it came to the opportunity to sell systems to clean latrine 
water at Forward Operating Bases in Afghanistan and so forth, they turned to 
Modular Water Systems and we have a system for them to do that; and also 
very large scale desalination has been designed by Progressive Water Treatment 
for Aspen Water. So we have this partnership and we like each other very much 
and that is actually a relationship that's been developed closely by Bill 
Charneski. 

https://www.originclear.com/tech/technologies/applications/oil-and-gas
https://www.originclear.com/originoil-in-the-news/originclear-spanish-licensee-to-supply-water-treatment-tech-for-pig-farming-effluent
https://www.originclear.com/company-news/originclear-sees-significant-growth-from-its-developing-sales-rep-network
https://www.originclear.com/ceos-update/our-powerful-new-global-alliance
https://www.originclear.com/video/modular-systems-saving-lives-aspen-waters-worldwide-network
https://www.originclear.com/company-news/aspen-water-presents-originclear-products-in-middle-east
https://www.fema.gov/
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 The other thing that's going on is you've been wondering whether we're ever 
going to get an acquisition done and the answer is yes. It takes longer than you 
could possibly think it could take and that is because of the time it takes once 
people agree in principle to something. The time it takes to get to a point where 
you can officially announce it. And there's a whole lot of things, basically called 
due diligence, things that go on that people are running around like mad and 
then spending late hours, staying up all night and all that kind of stuff that we 
basically cannot discuss specifically. But I assure you that it is happening and we 
also have other interesting things going on such as a potential large-scale 
initiative south of the border for Latin America, which is for us brand new 
territory. 

 So what I like about the current situation we're in, is that we're no longer relying 
on the Hail Mary pass of an acquisition. That remains part of the funnel, but 
we're not dependent on it, because essentially the “acquisition” we made last 
year, which is more of an acqui-hire, is turning out very well. Dan Early brought 
a legitimate reputation and a potential customer base and patents and so forth 
to us, and those are turning into real business. It takes months for it to happen. 
That's the nature of these water industry deals. But once they start rolling, then 
you overcome the lag and you're cranking. 

 There's no question about it, I believe we're going to have an up year this year 
over last year. Last year was an up year over the year before. The only real 
question is by how much and I believe we will have some very good news during 
the year, but we're going to be up regardless. There's a term called black swan. 
A black swan event. A black swan event is something that, you know, how rare 
is a black swan? Well, pretty rare. So, a black swan event is something that 
happens that you can't predict and that's what we're working on with the 
acquisitions and they remain absolutely in play. They are happening, but I'm not 
able to discuss them publicly and name them as deals to the world, because 
that's the nature of it. You just cannot disclose these things until they are 
Definitive, as we say. 

 So that's the basic situation as it's been going on for us. I'm extremely pleased 
with the operating teams, both in Texas as well as up in Roanoke, Virginia area 
where Dan Early is and in Los Angeles with the addition of Tom Marchesello in 
Southern California. 
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 So I love how the team is going. We've kept it tight. We are now investing in 
plant and tooling and I think you will have an opportunity to get involved with 
that on a basis that will be extremely interesting to you. I feel sure of that. 

 Well, that's about it for today and the opportunity now is to tell you who to call 
to find out about this wonderful thing. And as always you'd call 323-939-6645. 
Extension 201 for Ken or 116 for Devin. 323-939-6645.  

 Thank you for listening. It's always a pleasure talking to you and do tune in to 
the MoneyTV show that will show up soon on Facebook and also on our 
website. Thank you so much and I'll catch you next month. 

Important Disclaimer 
 

The securities referred to in this advertisement may be sold only to accredited investors, which for natural persons, are investors who meet 

certain minimum annual income or net worth thresholds. These securities are being offered in reliance on an exemption from the registration 

requirements of the Securities Act and are not required to comply with specific disclosure requirements that apply to registration under the 

Securities Act. The Securities and Exchange Commission has not passed on the merits of or given its approval to the securities, the terms of 

the offering, or the accuracy or completeness of any offering materials. The securities are subject to legal restrictions on transfer and resale 

and investors should not assume that they will be able to resell their securities. Investing in securities involves risk, and investors should be 

able to bear the loss of their investment. 

https://www.originclear.com/video/a-declaration-of-water-independence

